www.wallensteinequipment.com

BACKHOES
FIVE MODELS OF SUB-FRAME, 3 POINT, OR SKID
STEER MOUNTED BACKHOES with up to 11’4” digging
depth. All models include dual, cushioned swing cylinders, curved
boom design for clean digging, wide stabilizers, and greasable,
replaceable pins at all pivot points.

Model GE605 for 18-28 HP tractors or mini skid steers.
Digging depth of 6’ 4” and a 100” reach.

MODEL QC620 skid steer
model provides 6’ of
digging depth.

Swing cushioning

Curved Boom

Working efficiently means
working smoothly, digging and
swinging in rhythm. Swinging the
boom is controlled by cushioning
hydraulic cylinders that reduce
machine shake by slowing the
boom as it reaches the furthest
ends of the swing range.

The right geometry makes the job easier
with the over-arching design of the new
curved boom. Dig deep without
impacting the edge of the excavation.
This protects the backhoe from
unnecessary damage and prevents
ground from falling back into the hole.

MODEL GX920 capable of
digging up to 9’.

Dual Cylinder Boom Pivot
All models use two hydraulic cylinders
to control the boom swing. The dual
cylinders provide strong, consistent
movement throughout the entire 180degree swing range.

Model 920XT with foot pedal controlled hydraulically
extendable dipper stick adds 24” of digging depth.

Continental Belton
FOUR MODELS OF 3 POINT
MOUNTED POST HOLE DIGGERS
from 30HP to 90HP gearboxes. 5 year
warranty on gearboxes. Auger sizes from
6” to 24”.
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www.wheatheart.com

POST POUNDERS

Ideal for Fencing, Vineyard and Orchard Applications










Hydraulic post hugger
Does not use springs to drop the hammer on the post
Multiple hydraulic tilt directions
Free Standing when not in use and while driving a post(prevents wear and tear on equipment)
Multiple units available – Trailer, 3pt Side, Skid Steer and
a farm duty center mast model
Optional pilot auger to drill pilot holes in rocky and hard
conditions
Different dies available – T-post and square post (4X4,
4X6, 6X6 and 6X8)
3-point Side Mast
Quality components- Honda engine, Italian made valve
along with brand name hydraulic pumps and motors
Improved Hydraulic Cylinders

Optional Self-Contained Hydraulic System
 The 4.5 cubic inch motor drives an efficient high volume



Side Mast

pump
The post pounder frame is utilized as an oil reservoir
which dissipates heat effectively
The self-contained hydraulic system eliminates any risk
of oil contamination to the power unit

Universal Mount Plate - Skid Loader Models
 Easy installation, taking only a few minutes to mount or
detach from your skid steer

Self Contained Trailer Models
Portability makes this product an excellent rental solution.
Trailer models offer a wide stance, weighted counter balance/
post carrier and low center of gravity for balance and stability. Center Mast
Honda motor driven self-contained hydraulic system.

Trailer Model

Hydraulic Post Hugger
All Side Mast Post Pounders offer 16” of
lateral movement coupled with a four way
tilt mast, allowing side to side movement
and perfect post positioning. Post Hugger
is standard on all models and helps align
posts for added convenience and safety.

Easy Operation
Activate the two hydraulic tilt
cylinders with the conveniently
located joy stick control and direct
the four way tilt mast side to side
and front to back, allowing perfect
post alignment in uneven terrain.

Optional Post Huggers

Square Post Hugger

Distributed by:

T-Post Hugger

Cast Iron Cones
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www.belltec.net

The widest selection of hydraulic planetary drive diggers
on the market. Specialized augers for drilling through
solid rock and concrete with rebar.

COMPARISONS TO COMPETITION:
Nearly twice the width of tooth
area on ring gears for long wear
and greater load capacity

Wider output shaft support
bearings for much longer life
and better lateral support

39% higher rated needle
bearing rating on planet
gears with support on both
front and rear

Larger sun gears with more
teeth reduces tooth loads and
stresses for longer life and
greater load carrying capacity
Available with Steel or Carbide Teeth on RSA & SDA Series Augers

Belltec NC-Series hydraulic auger drives are available in
three models for systems operating between 6 and 30 GPM
and 2000 to 3000 PSI. NC-Series auger drives are
designed with a planetary gearbox to eliminate chain and
sprocket reductions found on drives in this class and price
range.

Large bolt on output
shaft vs. welded
assembly

The rugged NC-Series Drive will give better service since
all rotating parts are sealed away from harmful dirt and
debris, and fully running in oil. These compact units are
designed to give exceptional service under average digging
conditions. The auger rotation can be reversed to free it if it
becomes caught under an obstruction. The NC-Series units
are ideal for light to moderate drilling applications.
Durable housing with
wide stance on mount
ears to withstand high
torque

Belltec Max Series hydraulic auger drives are for systems
operating between 10 and 35 GPM and 2000 to 3000 PSI.
The Max Series planetary outperforms and has heavier
components than any of its competitors. The Max Series
was the first tubular frame skid steer hitch on the market
with the largest and strongest cradle. Its mounting frame
mounts to all modern skid loaders with the universal attach
system.
The Max Series units are ideal for all drilling applications
from dirt to solid rock and concrete when paired with the
correct H-Series Auger
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BELLTEC H-SERIES hydraulic auger drives are available in three models for
systems operating between 10 and 35 GPM and 2000 to 3000 PSI. The H-Series planetary
outperforms and has heavier components than any of its competitors.
The H-Series was the first tubular frame skid steer hitch on the market with the largest and
strongest cradle. The mounting frame mounts to all modern skid loaders with the universal
attach system. The H-Series units are ideal for the toughest applications, from dirt to solid rock
and concrete when paired with the correct H-Series auger. The Bolt-on Output Shaft reduces
downtime and costly repairs due to bent or broken shafts.
Weighted frames give added
down pressure for fast digging
in tough conditions. Weighted
frames of 1400#, 1900#, and
2400# are available

Belltec HTL-Series hydraulic auger drives are available in two models for systems operating
between 6 and 30 GPM @ 3000 PSI. HTL-Series units are ideal for extreme drilling when
paired with the correct auger. Output shaft RPM on the HTL series ranges form 9 RPM @
6GPM to 26 RPM @ 30GPM. High torque for the toughest conditions. The trade off is slower
digging in normal conditions.
.

BELLTEC’S TM48 uses a unique system that transforms a three-point on a tractor into a
drilling machine capable of doing what the big truck rigs do: drill accurate, straight holes (to a depth
of 5 ft. on a single auger) in almost any drilling condition, including solid rock and concrete.
If drilling holes is a problem for you, we have the solution. Whether it be hard, dry ground, rocky
soil or solid rock. We can drill it.

www.monroetufline.com

GRADERS & SCRAPERS
GRADER BLADES - Whether land leveling, road maintenance, ditching, terracing,
snow removal, or general commercial grading is needed, Tufline has the right blade
to match-up for all your applications.
MODEL WIDTHS HP HITCH TYPE ADJUSTMENT
FRAME
GB1

5’ - 7’

20-40

Cat 1

Angle Tilt, & Offset

Tubular Frame 4x4

Hyd. Tilt & Angle,
Manual offset

Tubular Frame 6x4 w/
Pivot Shaft

GB4/HR

6’ - 8’

35-75

Cat 1 & 2 Dual
Hitch

GB5

7’ - 9’

55-85

Cat 2 & 3

Hydraulic, Manual 5 Square Tubing Frame
or Combo
3/8” thick Mold board

LAND PLANES - Ideal for gravel road reconditioning, driveway grading, pot hole filling,
and general land leveling and grading. All land planes perform with much more
efficiency than large motorized graders and are cost effective for small grading jobs.
MODEL

WIDTHS

HP

HITCH TYPE

SIDE PLATES

LP1

5’ - 8’

25-65

Cat 1 & 2 Dual Hitch

12 1/2” x 1/4”

NA

LP2

7’ - 10’

40-110 Cat 1 & 2 Dual Hitch

18” x 1/4”

Available

LP3

7’ - 10’

55-85

Cat 1 & 2 Dual Hitch Adjustable 3/8” x 20” x 60”

SHANKS

Standard

BOX SCRAPERS

LARGE CAPACITY BOX SCRAPERS

WHEELED BOX SCRAPERS

1/4” end plates, radius formed moldboards,
high-strength adjustable scarifier shanks,
Cat 1 or 2 hitch and dual cutting edges

Models designed for 30-120 HP tractors,
constructed of 4” square tubing, 3 point hitch fits
Cat 1 & 2, and heavy duty reversible cutting edge.

3/8” thick end plates, 1/4” thick formed mold
board, Heavy duty reversible cutting edge,
3” x 8” hydraulic cylinders and draw pin hitch

Available in hydraulic or manual from 4’ - 8’

Available in widths from 7’ - 12’

Available in non-tilt & tilt models from 8’ - 12’
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ATTACHMENTS

www.kodiakmfg.com

*Kodiak not sold by C&B in Ohio

3 POINT AND PULL
TYPE SPIKE AND
PLUG AERATORS
from 3’ to 7’.

3 POINT REAR BLADES, BOX
SCRAPERS, AND LANDSCAPE
RAKES from 4’ to 8’.
Economy, standard, and heavy duty models.

www.horstwelding.com

ATTACHMENTS
“BIG ARM” SKID STEER
BACKHOE with up to 12’ reach
height and 110 degree swivel.

A wide variety of replacement and specialized buckets and
dozer blades for loaders, skid steers and telehandlers.
www.ab-eagleline.com

ATTACHMENTS
A&B Eagle Line: 3 point hitch attachments for compact tractors.

LANDSCAPE RAKES
from 4’ to 8’

HYDRAULIC ANGLE
REAR BLADES

Distributed by:

BOX SCRAPER
BLADES from 4’ to 8’
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can be used as 3 point or
pull type.

DIRT SCOOP

ROAD GRADER BLADES
with dual cutting edges, with or
without scarifier shanks cut and
level evenly.

4’, 5’, AND 6’ SPIKE
AND PLUG AERATORS

with 5 cu. ft.
capacity.
Reversible.
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www.durabiltindustries.com

44” DIAMETER LAND
ROLLERS flatten high spots
and firm soil, protecting
equipment and allowing a
faster harvest.
Available in 8’,10’, and 12’
widths with up to 5700# of
loaded weight.

PASTURE PUNCH AERATORS in 6’, 8’, 10 and
12’ widths. Relieves compaction, promotes air and water
movement, relieves root bound plants, helps activate
fertilizer. (Interchange spiked rollers with smooth rollers
for dual purpose)

LANDSCRAPERS
from 6’ to 14’. Complete with
tires, jack, cylinders and hoses.

CTS SCRAPER models

DP60 AND DP84 DIRT PANS provide an efficient

feature a center tilt axle
allowing more tilt angle using
a single tilt cylinder.

means of scooping, lifting, and moving soil between
points without dragging the soil. 1.5, 3, and 4 cubic
yard models available.

CTS models available in 8’,
10’, and 12’ widths.

96” UTILITY GRADER
ideal for driveways, terracing, and leveling.

www.strobelmfg.com

*Strobel not sold by C&B in Ohio or Pennsylvania

BOX SCRAPERS

General Purpose: 8’, 10’, 12’

Medium Duty: 10’, 12’, 14’

SIDE SUPPORTS: tapered and beveled for extra strength and

Heavy Duty: 10’, 12’, 14’, 16’

durability

MEDIUM & HEAVY DUTY
 Swivel tongue and various hitch and tongue options

CURVED CUTTING BLADES: unique design cuts quickly



Optimal back and dump height



Leading front and side replaceable cutting blades



Machined bushings and anti-rotational pins provide
a tighter tolerance which results in a longer life

and accurately

WELDED TONGUE: tongue is welded to the back of the
scraper rather than bolted or welded to the front support

PIVOT POINTS: all pivot points are anti-rotational and greasable
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